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Ex-communist countries in Southeast Europe during
the 70s and 80s have been working intensively on
nuclear,
chemical
and
biological
weapons
development programs, and some of them have even
been producing chemical and biological weapons,
while the other have attained it as a part of the
Warsaw Pact as allies of the USSR. The latter,
although they have not been developing their own
WMD had their finest experts take part in WMD
development in USSR institutes, laboratories and
production facilities and have therefore acquired knowhow.
It is a known fact that the secret police and security
and intelligence service in those countries at the time
recruited their informers, yes-men and operatives
among criminals who were often accused of most
serious crimes, as well as among officers and
scientists who took part in top secret projects, such as
WMD development projects.
Only after the wars on the territory of former
Yugoslavia, it became known that chemical and
biological agents were used in the form of CB
terrorism, which was organized and performed jointly
by those involved in organized crime and then secret
services, with the help of persons involved in nuclearchemical-biological weapons development programs.
In the last couple of years while processing mafia
conflicts in ex-communist countries in Southeastern
Europe fascinating information has been revealed that
the people accused and often convicted because of
organized crime in the past have also been members
of secret police, intelligence services, special forces
etc. and in closing the deals and their execution the
criminals do not care about nationality and nation-state
borders.
The authors will try to come up with answers whether
organized crime on the territory of Southeastern
Europe could get hold of WMD deriving from
development programs from ex-communist countries
and whether these weapons will be used in their
mutual conflicts and conflicts with those in power in
their own or other EU countries, or they can trade
those weapons for profit and the authors will also try to
give some of the answers why in such cases the
established border control mechanisms are not
efficient enough in order to prevent WMD proliferation
and how to improve them.
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Soviet industry of mercury and stibium was located in
South-East Fergana in Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan
boarder.
Khaidarken combine produced high pure mercury
(99.9997%) since 1940, it was the second source in
the World (after Almadena, Spain). Maximal
production was 790 t in 1990, after Transitional Shock
about 300 tons a year. Tail was established in 1967.
There is special tube 5500 m transporting pulp to tail.
The pulp contains about 0,003 mg/liter mercury, 0,005
mg/liter arsenic, 21 mg/liter stibium, etc. Pulp is
cleaned by aluminum sulfuric and mortar. After drying
and compressing by itself the concentrations rises:
mercury 90-250 mg/kg, arsenic 190-400, stibium 8001700 mg/kg. Environment pollution problem contains
three kinds: ground water infiltration; old tube
corroding some places (leakins from chink of tube) both mentioned lead to vegetables cumulating;
combine work spreading mercury by air to settlement
Khaidarken.
Kadamjay enterprise for stibium (mines, combine,
purify plant, tails) began work in 1936. Most part of
production used in soviet military. Maximal production
was 17.000 t clearing ore in 1990, after USSR collapse
1-6 t/year. Tremendous tails and dams (total 150 mln
t) remains non re-cultivated until now. The tails contain
electrolysis
wastage:
sodium-sulfides,
sulfites,
sulfates; stibium; arsenic; cadmium; stibium; etc.
Seven deposits (tail-damp really) established 1976,
total square 76.1 thousands sq m, total volume 250
thousand cub m. The deposits over-filled, contents
filtrating - little saline or lakes generated (one situated
50m near Uzbekistan boarder). River Shakhimardan
flow to Uzbekistan (settlement Vuadil, Ferghana town).
There are health damage indices in the areas.
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